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Our commitment at Breakthrough Montessori is that all students feel welcomed, respected, comfortable, 
and safe in their classrooms, with their peers, and with the adults tasked with their education.  
 
At Breakthrough, we understand equity to mean each student has exactly what he or she needs to be 
successful. This includes culturally responsive pedagogy and unique supports that speak to the child’s 
culture and context. Pursuing equity means we do not necessarily distribute our resources evenly, but 
according to the different needs of children. 
  
What is inequitable behavior? 

●  Negative/exclusionary commentary about a student’s/students’ body or characteristics, including 
but not limited to skin color, hair type, heritage, gender identity, sexual orientation, religion, or 
family structure. 

● Negative/exclusionary commentary about types of bodies, body characteristics, skin color, hair 
type, heritage, gender identity, family structure, sexual orientation, religion, or other topics that 
could be harmful to other students’ self image or feelings of being welcomed or accepted. 

  
When inequitable behavior occurs, the following will happen: 

● The guide in the relevant classroom will inform the Director of Family Engagement and the 
Director of Curriculum and Instruction 

● The guide, or another staff member if deemed appropriate, will have the following conversations 
with students: 

○ With the acting student(s): A respectful, age-appropriate conversation about human 
dignity, the emotional effects of their actions, and school expectations for behavior 

■ The adult may begin by asking the student to clarify what (s)he meant and use 
inquiry to encourage the student to analyze their actions. The adult will explain 
the impact of the child’s actions and emphasize why this behavior is never 
acceptable. 

■ The adult will then re-affirm school expectations around respectful behavior. 
She/he will practice appropriate language with the student and reinforce grace 
and courtesy. 

■ She/he will use positive messaging to counter the inequitable behavior and model 
inclusive, equitable behavior.  

○ With the receiving student(s): Offer comfort and assurance that the offending comments 
were inappropriate and unjust. If appropriate, staff members who may have had similar 
experiences can be included in this conversation to offer comfort. 

■ The adult will also use positive messaging with the receiving students to 
re-affirm the student’s identity. 

○  If needed, with witnessing student(s): An age-appropriate conversation about human 
dignity, respect for others, and classroom and school expectations 



■ The guide may use story time or circle time as an opportunity to reaffirm school 
expectations around respectful behavior with the entire class 

● The guide, or another staff member if deemed appropriate, will have the following conversations 
with families: 

○ With the family/ies of the acting student(s): A respectful, informative conversation about 
what happened at school, the conversations that were had, and possible next steps. 

■ Families will be encouraged to continue conversations at home. 
■ Families will be offered a list of resources to frame their conversations and books 

that have proven useful in similar situations. 
■ If appropriate/relevant, families will be invited to join the faculty-family equity 

reading group as a resource. 
○ With the family/ies of the receiving student(s): A respectful, informative conversation 

about what happened at school, the conversations that were had, and possible next steps 
■ Families will be encouraged to continue conversations at home. 
■  If appropriate, a plan will be made to increase the safety and security of the 

receiving student(s). 
■ Families will be offered a list of resources to frame their conversations and books 

that have proven useful in similar situations. 
■ If appropriate/relevant, families will be invited to join the family-faculty equity 

reading group as a resource. 
○ If needed, with families of witnessing student(s): A respectful, informative conversation 

about what happened at school, the conversations that were had, and possible next steps 
■ Families will be offered a list of resources to frame their conversations and books 

that have proven useful in similar situations. 
■ Depending on the incident, a guide may choose to send a classwide e-mail 

informing families of an incident that affected a significant group of students. 
● If a family reports an incident of inequitable behavior to a Breakthrough staff member, the 

following steps will be taken: 
○ The staff member will inform the Director of Curriculum and Instruction and the Director 

of Family Engagement 
○ Students' guides or another appropriate staff members will have conversations with all 

affected students to inform the plan of action 
■ All appropriate/relevant parts of the previously mentioned “When Inequitable 

Behavior Occurs…” steps will be implemented 
■ The guide may move straight to positive messaging with the entire class and 

checking in with the receiving student. She may or may not check in with the 
acting student, depending on age and other circumstances (such as the amount of 
time passed since the incident) 

■ To help the guide effectively respond to inequitable behavior, we ask that family 
members immediately alert their child’s guide if they become aware of any 
incident affecting their child that the guide did not witness.  

The school will provide the following communications to families about equity 
● Each month, the school will circulate an e-mail that speaks to: 



○ The work instructional staff are undertaking that month to promote equity in their 
classrooms (monthly themes, events, etc.) 

○ If a trend of inequitable behavior has been detected, we will also communicate the work 
school staff are undertaking to address it. 

■ A trend is defined as 2 (or more) separate incidents.  
 
The following must be considered to protect student and family privacy: 

● Families of acting or receiving students (or other families) will not be informed of the names of 
any participating children except their own children. 

● Families of acting or receiving students (or other families) will not be informed of the 
consequences that any acting student received, or of plans put in place for students other than 
their own family members. 

● The specific details of incidents and numbers of incidents will not be reported to the community 
at large. 

  


